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Designer Resource Center Agent Showroom for Robert Allen | Beacon Hill Fabrics 

One of only two agent showrooms in tri-county area 

 

July 3, 2013, Boca Raton, FL –Designer Resource Center (DRC) announced today it has been 

selected to be one of only two Robert Allen | Beacon Hill Fabrics agent showrooms in South 

Florida, taking the 58
th

 coveted spot of agents in the US. 

 

Interior designers in DRC’s agent showroom territory, which spans from Pompano to Hypoluxo, 

Florida will have access to an extensive sampling of fabric and trim from the source for the 

world’s finest fabrics. 

 

The locally owned showroom is located at 1141 South Rogers Circle Suite #4 in Boca Raton and 

has represented The Robert Allen Group for several years. The company is one of the most 

recognized design organizations in the world, and is already popular with Boca Raton’s design 

community. DRC will be the centerpiece of the agent showrooms on South Florida’s east coast. 

Robert Allen | Beacon Hill Fabrics representatives believe this will provide interior designers 

from all over the Florida “Gold Coast” with a convenient location to see and purchase their 

products.  

 

 

About The Robert Allen Design Group 
The Robert Allen Design Group is one of the world’s largest designers and resources of fine 

fabrics for the interior design trade and is recognized as a brand leader in its field. Based in the 

USA, the company sells its products under the Robert Allen, Beacon Hill, Robert Allen Contract, 

and Robert Allen @ Home brands, and is renowned for the Robert Allen Color Library, 

recognized as the first fine fabric collection to be designed by color. The Robert Allen Design 

Group has showroom locations throughout the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom, 

and an extensive worldwide agent showroom network. 

 

About Designer Resource Center 

Located in beautiful Boca Raton, FL, Designer Resource Center (DRC) is a one-stop shop for 

designers, showcasing over 170 product lines to interior stylists from the US, Latin America, and 

the Caribbean. DRC’s all-inclusive showroom has an extensive variety of furniture, fabrics, and 

accessories, ranging in style from traditional to transitional, and contemporary. The team at DRC 

prides itself in having strategic alliances with top industry professionals to offer interior 

designers top-quality furnishings. DRC staff goes above and beyond providing interior designers 

with top-quality furnishings. They become an integral part of the clients’ projects, handling 

client orders from start to finish, providing clients with exceptional service, convenience and 

efficiency. At DRC, the goal is to convert orders into time and money for designers.  
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